Molecular Mechanisms of Root Gravitropism.
Plant shoots typically grow against the gravity vector to access light, whereas roots grow downward into the soil to take up water and nutrients. These gravitropic responses can be altered by developmental and environmental cues. In this review, we discuss the molecular mechanisms that govern the gravitropism of angiosperm roots, where a physical separation between sites for gravity sensing and curvature response has facilitated discovery. Gravity sensing takes place in the columella cells of the root cap, where sedimentation of starch-filled plastids (amyloplasts) triggers a pathway that results in a relocalization to the lower side of the cell of PIN proteins, which facilitate efflux of the plant hormone auxin efflux. Consequently, auxin accumulates in the lower half of the root, triggering bending of the root tip at the elongation zone. We review our understanding of the molecular mechanisms that control this process in primary roots, and discuss recent insights into the regulation of oblique growth in lateral roots and its impact on root-system architecture and soil exploration.